I hope you're well since we last spoke and are finding ways to have fun, enjoy and learn
in these strange times.
Of course, we can’t wait to have you start with us in September and for things to get
back to normal so we can get cracking launching with you and your new teammates. In
the meantime, however, with the current lockdown situation, I'm sure some of us are
feeling a little less active and maybe have a little more time on our hands than usual! So
why not let boomsatsuma help?
We have decided to run some mini creative challenges just for you guys to get stuck
into, and hopefully have a lot of fun whilst you're at it. These aren't mandatory, but we'd
love for as many of you as possible to take part in as many that take your fancy; whether
that be one, a few, all or none of them! It's important to note that at this stage, these
challenges aren't about who produces the ‘best’ work, but instead something to get
involved with and get your creative juices flowing.
To make this happen, we’ve set up your ‘Student Portal’ earlier, so that you can access
these challenges as and when they’re set. The 'Student Portal' will become home to
some other enrollment instructions in the future.
As the weeks go on, these challenges will grow and change; some larger, some smaller.
There will be a variation of challenges for you all, so be sure to check back regularly.
Some of the challenges may even have prizes attached to them when entered via your
socials with boomsatsuma tagged, the challenges hashtag and #FutureBoomer. The first
challenge, for example, wins a contact-free Dominos pizza delivery! 🤤
The first live challenges (with more to come) are Round 1 of #isophoto (the activity that
puts the 'iso' in 'isolation'. Nice...) and Isolation Art Club.
These challenges are quick, fun and simple. Visit your Student Portal now to see the
video instructions and read more. Go on... give it a go! You can always reach out via
email or DM us on Facebook or Instagram if you need help.

Student Portal: http://boomsatsuma.education/co2022portal
We can’t wait to hear from you, and hopefully see your first and subsequent challenge
entries!

